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Shepherd of the Valley Lutheran Church Annual Meeting Agenda 

Sunday, January 31, 2021 
 

Call to Order & Approve Electronic Format (Voting in chat for those on digital devices, *6 

unmute, *9 raise hand on phones) – Mindy Birk, Council President  
 

Gathering Prayer – Pastor Tari 
 

Minutes of January 2020 Meeting (included in annual report)  
 

Review of Mission Statement  Loved by God, loving others. Fed by God, feeding others.  
   

App, website, and database intro - Please send questions beforehand. 
 

Pastor’s Report (included in the Annual Report) – Pastor Tari Stage-Harvey 
 

Council President’s Report – (included in the Annual Report) – Mindy Birk 
 

Treasurer’s Report – (included in the Annual Report) – Gail Fenumiai 
 

Adoption of Budget 
 

Other Committee Reports (included in the Annual Report):  

Stewardship – Gail Fenumiai 

Scholarship – Jim Wilson 

Worship and Music - Presentation of In-Person Worship Plan – Pastor Tari Stage-Harvey 

Fellowship – Mindy Birk 

Property Management – Columbarium Plan & Trusses (see addendum) – Steve Landvik 

Parish Education – Amy Witt 

Social Concerns – Becky Corson 

Communications & Social Media – Becky Corson 

Summer Lunch – Pastor Tari Stage-Harvey 
 

Family Promise Update (2/7-2/13, 4/18-4/23, 8/15-8/21, 10/3-10/9, 12/5-12/11)   

Coordinators: Eileen Hosey, Becky Corson, and Pastor Tari 
 

Election of Council: MJ Hinman, Eileen Hosey, and Glenn Mitchell 
 

Election of Treasurer & Financial Secretary – Gail Fenumiai and Teresa Kissel 
 

Election of Nominating Committee (Mindy Birk, Theresa Ross, Nadine Marx)  
 

Synod Assembly Delegates 
 

Announcements  
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Annual Meeting Minutes 
Shepherd of the Valley Lutheran Church 
Sunday, January 26, 2020 
 

The meeting was called to order at 10:53 a.m. 
 

Pastor Tari Stage-Harvey led the gathering prayer. 
 

The minutes from 2019 meeting 
Katherine Andrews noted that in the 2019 minutes, there is a note that there is a motion to 
approve, but no approval. Katherine moved that we approve last year’s budget. Willie 
seconded the motion. The motion carried with no opposition. 
 

Review of mission statement 
Table groups discussed the following and took notes on table papers: 

• How we were loved and fed 

• How we are loving and feeding 

• Any gaps and dreams 
Council will review comments from table groups during upcoming retreat. 
 

Coaching Demo by Joy Will and Becky Corson 
Coaches get to know “clients” and can guide by listening and asking questions to help clients 
find answers or next steps. SOV coaches will be Level 1 Coaches. Coaches may be focused on 
certain things, for example, Joy will focus on vocational issues. Members are encouraged to fill 
out the form included in the meeting notes. 
 

Pastor’s Report 
Pastor Tari Stage-Harvey 
Looking forward: 

• Trip to Whitehorse is planned this summer – this is a fun, intergenerational service trip. 

• Bike Rodeo June 7 

• Spring Break trip to Texas or Puerto Rico to work on disaster relief is a possibility, March 
2021. 

• Nat Youth Gathering summer 2022. 

• Scotland Pilgrimage Summer 2022 

• Sabbatical planned for summer 2021: 
- Japan trip with the family 
- Pulpit switch possible for a month 2021. 

 

Personal Goals: 

• Pastor Tari would like to do more writing and work on getting published. 

• maybe create a shared writing space online 

• leave board chair of Family Promise. 
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Meeting Minutes/ pg. 2 
 

Church Goals: 

• less signing up for jobs and more opting out or rescheduling. 

• would like to be able to micro-loans, maybe through coaches. 

• would like to start a healthy sexuality curriculum that spans ages, that could engage 
with other churches. 

• expanded participation with music ministry. Edgar will leave during this summer. 
 

President’s Report 
Janalynn Doten-Ferguson 
Please review her report. 
 

Treasurer’s Report 
Gail Fenumiai 
2019 was a great year – have money to carry into 2020. Great turnaround in our financial 
stability over the last 5 years. 
Highlights of Proposed 2020 Budget: 

- ELCA benevolence to national church. 9.6% currently. Would like to get to 10% 
- 12% to PT pension. PT would like $500 to outreach to pay for lunches. 
- $1 increase/hour for Becky. 12-hour week, $18 per hour 
- Increased in office supply and postage to reflect expenses. 
- paying Edgar through a scholarship 
- Sunday School/Adult Ed increased $100. 
- Mortgage matures Aug 1, 2022 – fantastic that we are so close! 
- Janitor wages increase to match minimum wage. 
- No increase in oil – wait and see how heat pumps go. 
- Increases in utilities to match expenditures. 
- Snow and sand expenses are not insignificant. 
- Insurance increase to match expenditures 

 

Sue Trivette moved to approve proposed budget. Seconded by Theresa Ross.  
Discussion- 
Virgil Fredenberg: Can we put some carry forward for parking lot?  
Pastor Tari reported that after much research council agreed that it is not feasible.  
Virgil: Can we rebuild it so we can avoid some of the problems we have?  
Pastor Tari responded that it would cost $150,000 for groundwork only, not paving. Potholes do 
slow down the fast drivers. 
Motion to approve 2020 budget approved with no opposition. 
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Stewardship 
Pastor Tari 
Please fill out the form on how you can serve. Automated offerings have made a huge 
difference in our budget. 
 

Scholarship Fund 
Gail Fenumiai 
We have money in the fund. Pastor Tari encourages birthday donations to the fund. 
 

Worship and Music 
Gail Fenumiai 
We need to figure out life after Edgar. We appreciate all our musicians. Anyone who has not 
attended the 11:30 worship, please try it out. Gail encourages all to participate in 5th Sunday 
worship at Pioneer Home. 
 

Fellowship Committee 
Mindy Birk 
We mostly do snacks on Sunday. This year we hosted a wedding reception and funeral 
reception. Happy to have new faces. Andy Peterson added that we need more help with 
cleaning after service. 
 

Property Management 
Steve Landvik 
We did lots of projects this year. Please read the report. 
To Do:  

• would like to have a lighted entry sign. 

• electric water heater to reduce expenses. 

• fans in sanctuary to bring heat down. 

• another LED light in the parking light 

• Pastor Tari purchased LED lights for office and those will be installed. 
 

Regarding driveway: We could possibly get an easement to get access through the 
development on the shed side. Will be working on that. 
 

Parish Education 
Lisa Wallace 
Please thank all those involved in leading. New opportunities this year: Chris Wallace leads an 
8:30 am class, Pastor Paul has a class on Sermon on the Mount.  Making plans for Lent. Would 
love to have all people involved. 
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Social Concerns 
Lisa Wallace 
Thanks to all who are involved. We are happy to bring you along and help you get started in the 
social ministries. Roger Birk added that Glory Hall is a rewarding ministry, and he encourages 
everyone to try it out. 
 

Social Media and Electronic Communication 
Becky Corson 
We try not to send too many emails. Please connect with SOV on Facebook. Pastor Tari is on 
Instagram with teens. SOV website has a giving page so you can give a one-time donation 
through Vanco and GivePlus+. This is secure. SOV app stopped working and will be re-
evaluated. Pastor Tari added that Lenten devotions will be on Blogr and we will sign up with an 
email and get a devotion and make comments. It will be by invitation only. 
 

Summer Lunch 
Pastor Tari 
We have 2 more years of the grant, and then we will not qualify due to new census numbers. 
Annette and Jen will be administrators, with a need for one more admin person. 
 

Family Promise 
Sign up – it is rewarding. Tonight, they will be filming graduates from the program. The film will 
be viewed at Halibut dinner, then on the website. 
 

Election of Council 
Gail Fenumiai, Kristina Abbott, Jim Wilson were nominated by the Nominating Committee. 
Janalynn Doten-Ferguson, Lisa Wallace, and Gail Fenumiai are going off. Thanks to the 
nominating committee for their work. 
Nominations from the floor (3x)? None. 
Nominations closed. 
Katherine Andrews moved to elect full slate as proposed by Nominating Committee. Seconded 
by Lisa Wallace.  No discussion. Approved without opposition. 
 

Motion to re-elect Gail Fenumiai to be Treasurer and Teresa Kissel to be Financial Secretary. 
Theresa Ross moved; Willie seconded. Approved with no opposition. 
 

Appointment of Counters 
The following people volunteered to be counters: Mindy Birk, Dan Corson, Andy Peterson, Lisa 
Wallace, Janalynn Doten-Ferguson, Theresa Ross, Xandor Beck, Lori Fredenberg. Training on 
February 10 by Gail Fenumiai. 
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Election of Nominating Committee 
Nominations: Virgil Fredenberg, Adam Doten-Ferguson, Sue Trivette, Andy Peterson. 
Gail Fenumiai moved that they be elected to Nominating Committee. Glenn Mitchell seconded 
the motion. Motion carried without opposition. 
 

2 Volunteers to go to Synod Assembly April 24-26 in Soldotna: Katherine Andrews (Another 
person may be found later) 
1 person to serve on Synod Council for 2 years, twice a year in Anchorage: no one. 
 

Adjourning 
Katherine Andrews made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Seconded by Steve Landvik. Motion 
carried. Meeting adjourned at 12:13 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
Nadine Marx 
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Review Mission Statement 
Loved by God, loving others. Fed by God; feeding others. 
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What’s New with Technology and Giving 
It feels like a lot of new all at one time, but we have moved from having lots of different 

programs in the church office to one unified program. There are blips and a learning curve, but 

please breathe deeply and learn with us. 

 

The new company we are working with is called Tithe.ly and their giving platform is called 

Elvanto so you will see both of those. 

 

Here are the different pieces: 

 

The public website – www.sovlutheran.org 

Anyone can see this website and the material on it is either an introduction to the church for 

those who are interested or a way for members to hear sermons, see the calendar, or sign up for 

any of the Zoom links. People do not get the Zoom link off the site, but you can register for it. 

There is no password needed for this website. You may choose to donate through this website by 

clicking on the “give” tab and you may choose to set-up an account for giving.  
 

This part of the website is super protected so it will require a more sophisticated username and 

password. It is separate from our database but can coordinate with the database. 

 

The giving arena – you may donate through the app, the website, continue with Simply 

Giving/Vanco, or send in checks. If you donate through the app or website, then it is coordinated 

with the database, so your annual statements are available for you to view at any time. If you 

donate any other way, then Teresa Kissel will look at the deposit sheets or Simply Giving/Vanco 

statements and enter those by hand. It’s no big deal, but it won’t be updated weekly by her so 

don’t freak out if it’s not there.   

 

The database website/portal – sovlutheran.elvanto.net (there is no www) 

This is in-house only. You cannot give through this site, but you can view your giving. This is 

where you want to keep your information up to date because we will start sending emails and 

printing newsletter labels from it as well as sending out giving statements. The directory will be 

available so you can access phone numbers or remember names as needed. All of the Zoom links 

will also be listed. You will be asked to set up a password for this site. Your username is your 

first name.last name and you can make up a password. You will then be able to go into your 

profile and add a picture, family, or any other information you want us to know. 

 

Since not everyone can access Google docs, we will start doing signup sheets through the site, 

but I must watch the video on how to do that first. We will also be able to sign up for camp or 

other activities through it. There is still a lot to learn so stay posted. 

 

The app – Apps are for phones so you can’t download it on your computer. The app is mainly to 

keep people connected to church throughout the week. You do not need a password for the app, 

but the giving platform will sometimes do a pop up and you can just x it out. You can go into 

your settings and turn on notifications. I send out the link to devotions at 9:00 am. There is also a 

liturgy for morning prayer and a prayer wall as well as a Bible. 

 

http://www.sovlutheran.org/
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Pastor’s Report 2020 
 

Behold I am making all things new.  Revelation 21:5 
 

I normally would see these words as good news, but right now they feel exhausting. It has been 

the year of learning new things and trying to pick up pieces that feel scattered everywhere. I 

might have told someone to stop whining the other day about the technology; it’s not my favorite 

either, but I’ve had to learn to rebuild a computer, Zoom, Wi-Fi connections, and multiple new 

programs to track the nine million links and things going on. I feel like whining on many days 

because this is not my training; I’d like to see a computer tech break up their day counseling 

couples and walking with middle schoolers. 
 

But it’s okay. We’re okay. The spirit is still making things new and we often need to catch up. I 

still feel like our mission statement rings true to who we are: “Loved by God; loving others. Fed 

by God; feeding others.” I look back through the year and there have been some amazing 

ministry opportunities and some serious challenges. 
 

Ministry Opportunities: 
 

Life Coaches and Listening Campaign - Life coaches work in one-on-one situations to help 

people figure out where they are headed in life by asking better questions and actually listening. 

The listening campaign is similar but on a larger, community scale. The training for both has 

been invaluable because it teaches our leaders how to listen more and lecture less. There are 

opportunities to meet with life coaches. The intake form will go on the website soon and you are 

welcome to join the listening campaign as we continue to hear what is going on in our 

community. 
 

Small Groups - I’m sick of Zoom, but our small groups, book club and Holden Evening Prayer 

worship have been better attended with Zoom than they were in person. We have a small group 

that meets nearly every day and these cohorts have created powerful ministry experiences that 

aren’t pastor centered. 
 

Devotions - There are phenomenal theologians in this congregation. I appreciated the on-line 

“Other Voices” series where members shared their favorite Bible story and the on-line Advent 

devotions were lovely. I also enjoy the weekly “chat question”. Your responses often make me 

laugh and think. 
 

Response to Racial Injustice - We’ve had some good discussions, book recommendations and 

the listening campaign, but I’m finding the Safe Space for Schooling to be the place where I’m 

learning a lot about our local injustices. 
 

Life Transitions and Columbarium - We had no baptisms, confirmations, or new members in 

2020. I found that shocking for a moment until I remembered that we were going to celebrate, 

but then it was virtual, and we kept thinking we would be in person. I did get to preside over two 

wedding - Nick and DiAndrea Andrews and Logan and Allison Balstad. Those were great fun. 

We also walked with the Orsborns as Gaylord was laid to rest. Our community also mourned the 

deaths of Barbara Wilmot and Rev. Larry Rorem. Part of the life of our community is walking 

with death and we began the process of possibly erecting a columbarium on the north side of the 

building.  
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Woman of Distinction - I debated about whether this was personal or ministry, but it was 

definitely a ministry opportunity. I got to talk about how Shepherd of the Valley is a place where 

we provide space for people to connect with each other and with God.  
 

Camp, Summer Lunch and Safe Space for Schooling - We know the isolation is taking a toll 

on many, but children are especially vulnerable right now. We decided to do a small camp with 

older youth, and it was a spirit filled time. A smaller summer lunch was still deemed necessary 

and then we hosted safe space for schooling so youth may access food, internet, and a supportive 

community. None of these decisions were made lightly, and there were times my chest hurt so 

badly I thought something was horribly wrong until I realized it was anxiety. The responsibility 

has been huge, but I think we helped some stay safe and sane through this time. 
 

Medical Kits and Relationship with Nigeria - Re-connecting with my friend from seminary 

has been a highlight of Zoom and she is continually amazed by your courage and generosity. 
 

Walking - I’m doing a lot of walking with people and that might be the new model, but I’m 

thankful for all the chances to connect in person. 
 

Family Promise - This has been a weird and challenging year, but families were housed and 

supported during difficult times. We will start hosting on-site again hopefully in September. 
 

Challenges -  

There are the obvious challenges, but here are some surprises: 

- Pastoral care was desperately needed and sought out by members and community alike. The 

lack of mental health, marriage and addiction counseling was evident.  

- Many people are asking big faith questions and I’m struggling to figure out ways to respond 

when several friends and community members are asking me to explain what god is to their 

children or themselves. 

- I miss being physically present with people and I’m feeling pretty tired. 
 

Goals for 2021 

Sabbatical June 1-July 12, 2021: My friend Karl will be here for part of the time and then the 

congregation needs to figure out the rest. I’m passing camp planning and directing to other 

people but will still be there as a camp pastor. 
 

God Talks: I’m thinking about working with the rabbi to have some community conversations 

about how we define god. 
 

Continue to support small groups and go to Whitehorse in August. 
 

CARES funds - The church administered $150,000 in COVID related grants to support Safe 

Space for Schools in four different congregations around town. A huge thanks to Gail Fenumiai 

for all her accounting acumen.  
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President’s Report 2020 
 
This past year was challenging for all of us.  We all had to adjust to a new normal of 
social distancing, wearing masks, hand sanitizer, online everything, and contactless 
deliveries. Some of us teleworked for most of the year, while others struggled going into 
work every day leaving children at home, and our teachers labored to teach our children 
through online schooling. We struggled with the fear of never again having the “normal” 
life we were used to.  
 
And yet, through all of it, we found ways to stay connected as a church family, and to 
our community.  We Zoomed worship services, and small group meetings. We began a 
book club. We adapted food pantry to online ordering, and mostly contactless pick-up or 
delivery. We cautiously opened the church to Summer lunch, Safe Space for Schooling, 
and Sunday morning worship services for those who do not do Zoom. And being 
mindful of social distancing and mask wearing, held summer camp for a limited number 
of older kids. 
 
Racial tensions were also at an all-time high, with killings, riots, and so much pain and 
outrage nationwide. Black Lives Matter became our motto, and SOV began a listening 
campaign, where people could anonymously tell their stories one-on-one. This enabled 
us as a community to know and begin to understand the problems people face with 
discrimination, in hopes to begin healing as a community and experience real change. 
 
Because of significant interest expressed among members, we also put a committee 
together and began work on designing a columbarium which will be built on the church 
grounds. This is a work in progress, and updates will follow in the coming months. 
 
I am amazed and humbled as I think of all the good things, we as a church were able to 
accomplish during such a difficult year. Sending much needed money and supplies to 
our dear friends in Nigeria, sending food and gift cards and warm clothing to the Glory 
Hall and AWARE. Donating money to upgrade the church and help pay the church oil 
bill; along with keeping up with our regular weekly/monthly giving of tithes and offerings. 
So many of you gave your time and efforts as well. Spending time preparing bags of 
food in the pantry and passing them out to people. Being there for the homeless through 
Family Promise. Cooking at Summer Lunch, mentoring, tutoring at Safe Space for 
School. Allowing the light of Christ to shine through to each other, our community, and 
the world. 
 
We are family. We all come from different circumstances and are messy at times, but 
then God shines through and makes us beautiful. I am so grateful to be a part of it and 
know there is no other place my family and I would rather be. I look forward to 2021, 
and all the things we can accomplish together. 
 
Mindy Birk, Council President 
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Treasurer’s Report 2020 
 

What a year 2020 was in so many ways.  SOV was beyond blessed with your 

continued faithfulness.  We ended the year with all our 2020 expenses paid.  We 

had $27,072.08 in general funds to carry forward.  Of that, $17,072.08 will be 

carried forward to general fund and $10,000.00 will be transferred to building 

fund.  

 

In addition to ending the year with no bills, and despite COVID, great things still 

happened – summer lunch, safe space for schools and updates to food pantry.  

Member donations, non-member donations and grants contributed to the success of 

these important ministries. 

 

SOV was fortunate to have received $8,626.00 from the Paycheck Protection 

Program.  This money assisted paying for Pastor Tari’s salary, pension and utilities 

between April and June. 

 

The 2020 other benevolence included items such as thank you gift to Edgar 

Higgins AWARE, Nigeria and Larry Rorem.  These were paid with a mixture of 

designated and general funds. 

 

Expenses for world hunger, fellowship (mom’s group), summer lunch, safe space 

for schools and energy efficient projects were paid strictly with designated funds.  

Expenses for family promise, salary, pension/medical, telephone/internet, office 

equipment, worship supplies, camp, trip, food pantry, maintenance, oil, 

water/sewer, electricity, garbage, snow removal/driveway and insurance were paid 

for with a mixture of general and designated funds. 

 

The 2020 PFD oil drive received $410.00.  Due to the heat pump installations, our 

oil usage dropped in 2020 by 903.40 gallons.  While our electric usage increased, 

we saw a net savings of $2,606.75. 

 

Below is the balance of designated funds. $9,449.65 in designated funds will be 

carried forward into 2021 for items such as altar guild, youth/education, food 

pantry, building maintenance, oil, and mom’s group (identified with an asterisk). 
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Designated Funds Balance, 12/31/2020 

Altar Guild $        510.80*   
Youth/Education $        500.00*  
Food pantry $     5,199.48*  
Building/Maintenance $     2,358.15*  
PFD Oil Drive $        410.00*  
Camp $      2,223.29  
Lunch program $    16,320.55  
Glory Hall $      1,260.00  

Trips $     -1,642.19   
Organ $            24.00  

Sunday School $              3.00  

Playground Set $          320.00  

Mom’s Group $        471.22*  
Nigeria $          664.88  

AWARE baskets/food $          100.00  

Safe Space for School $    13,739.94  

Columbarium $          400.00  

Christmas Eve $            59.19  

TOTAL $    42,922.31  
 

 

Our current mortgage balance is $32,573.74.  The loan maturity date is 8/1/2022! 

Only 20 more months!!  

 

There is $10,256.43 in the sabbatical fund, $3,413.50 in the scholarship fund and 

$5.07 in the raffle fund.   

 

Thank you for your generous contributions to the ministries and upkeep of SOV.  

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Gail Fenumiai 

Treasurer 
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Stewardship Report 2020 
 

Stewardship is not just about money; it is another way of talking about how you live your life. 
In the New Testament books, the word “steward” is rooted in the Greek word “oikonomos,” 
which means “the manager of the household.” 
 
We all know that COVID threw a curveball in all our lives – including the life at SOV.  However, 
that did not stop SOV from accomplishing many wonderful things during the year. 
 
Your commitment of time and finances were not dampened and SOV was still able to continue 
with many wonderful ministries.  
 

❖ Glory Hall meals – Thank you for your 

financial and food donations. Thank you, 
Roger and Mindy, for your faithfulness. 

❖ Family Promise – Thank you for your 

financial donations, hosting and great 
meals! 

❖ Summer Lunch – Thank you all for giving 

kids, during a pandemic, a safe place and 
feeling worthy and loved. 

❖ AWARE gifts and food – Thank you to 

everyone who helps with this for Easter, 
Thanksgiving and Christmas! 

❖ Nigeria – Thank you for your monetary 

donations and medical supplies. 

❖ Glory Hall hat and sock tree – The tree 

looked heavy as it appeared to be leaning 
quite a bit. 

❖ Food Pantry – There are too many to 

name but thank you for your time picking 
up, bagging, and delivering food.  Also 
thank you CBJ! 

❖ Mom’s Group – Continues to be a 

blessing to many – thank you!  

❖ Worship/Music – a huge thank you to 

Pastor Tari for her patience with Zoom 

and to our Zoom helpers – Sophia and 

Elijah.  Beautiful accompaniment 
throughout the year from Edgar Higgins 
and Missouri Smyth. 

❖ Glacier Bible Camp – It may have been 

smaller this year but still had a positive 
impact on our youth! 

❖ Prayer Shawls – Everyone with the talent 

to make these rock! 

❖ Gardening – Shout out to Elfrida Nord for 

beautifying our grounds! 

❖ Safe Space for Schools – Thank you 

Alaska Community Foundation and CBJ 
for your financial support.  Thank you to 
the many SOV members who helped! 

❖ Faith Formation – thank you teachers and 

mentors for finding creative ways to stay 
connected! 

❖ Building maintenance – Thanks to your 

financial donations and time we were able 
to complete the energy efficiency project, 
install LED lights inside and out, install 
fans and more!    

❖ Newsletter – Thank you to the Gates 

family for preparing it for mailing; thanks 
to Becky for putting it together and thank 
you to all who contribute! 
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The general offering for 2020 exceeded expectations and came in over $185,000.  There was 
also over $230,000 received for designated, this included member donations as well as the 
Alaska Community Foundation grant (safe space for school), the City and Borough of Juneau 
grant (safe space for school and food pantry), Paycheck Protection Program (operating 
expenses) and State of Alaska Child Nutrition Program (summer lunch). 
 

SOV is transitioning to a new online giving platform – Tithely.  If you are interested in learning 
more about this, feel free to contact Teresa Kissel or me.  This new platform provides many 
pluses for the administrative folks.  However, Simply Giving remains an option. 
 

Thank you for your selflessness – your financial giving and time.  You are a blessing to SOV, 
and the ministries carried out within and outside the doors of the church. 
 

Please continue to pray for SOV, each other, our ministries and community.  
 

Peace be with you, 
Gail Fenumiai 
 

Every faculty you have, your power of thinking or of moving your limbs from moment to moment, 

is given you by God. If you devoted every moment of your whole life exclusively to His service, 

you could not give Him anything that was not in a sense His own already.  

– C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity 
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Scholarship Report 2020 
The scholarship committee accepts applications for a one-time scholarship from high school 

seniors and college youth connected to SOV.  The goal of the scholarship is to help young people 

connect their studies, call to vocation, and Christian service.  In 2020, there was no activity for 

the scholarship fund. 

There is currently $3,413.50 in this fund with Mission Investment.   Donations for the 

scholarship fund can be made through SOV. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 

James Wilson 
 

Music and Worship 2020 
We started 2020 with a plan. Council worked out a schedule for worship servants, coffee hour 

volunteers, and cleaning the church. It was a good plan to get every involved. Edgar started out 

the year strong learning new liturgies and getting the rhythm of hymns. It was going to be the 

most amazing Holy Week ever! 
 

And then it wasn’t. We switched gears, we kept gathering the best we could, and luckily Edgar 

was willing to record music while singing. That is not easy. We put the labyrinth out in the 

sanctuary and the Stage-Harvey family became experts in Zoom. One of the saddest moments for 

me was Easter Sunrise service by myself, but then the sun popped up over the mountains and it 

felt okay.  
 

The app and website have been tools to help gather people and keep them engaged in worship 

and devotions. I’ve appreciated the morning prayer, prayer wall, and devotions. There is also a 

tab to listen to past sermons or watch worships. 
 

We made it through the summer and then Edgar had to focus on school so we needed to find a 

new accompanist who could record the piano and vocal parts for hymns. Missouri Smyth has 

been playing for us since September even though she has never met the congregation in person. 

The next step is to start including some in person music. 
 

One of the highlights this fall was gathering with other congregations for Thanksgiving for a 

worship of music and thanks. It was a fun celebration with some of our brothers and sisters from 

other congregations. We also took some steps towards in person worship opening the sanctuary 

to some and then hosting two bonfires for a Christmas Eve worship. I was curious about 

attendance patterns so here is what Zoom recorded. These are numbers of households regardless 

of size so we might have an accurate number if we multiply by 1.25 (that considers multi-

member households). Please be patient with us as we continue to adjust to ever changing 

technology and safety standards. 
 

Thank you to those who have served as worship servants, to Bob Williams for all the great 

children’s sermons, and to the altar guild (Katherine Andrews, Alice Gates, Kristin Wright, and 

Roger and Mindy Birk) for continuing to maintain the church. More volunteers are always 

helpful. 
 

Council will look at your thoughts regarding in-person worship as well as our resources and have 

a plan for Lent. 
 

Respectfully submitted - Pastor Tari 
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4/5 80 100

4/12 91 113.75

4/19 52 65

4/26 61 61

5/3 57 71.25

5/10 57 71.25

5/17 69 86.25

5/24 52 65

5/31 55 68.75

6/7 51 63.75

6/14 54 67.5

6/21 54 67.5

6/28 38 47.5

7/5 45 56.25

7/12 50 62.5

7/19 47 58.75

7/26 54 67.5

8/2 45 56.25

8/9 59 73.75

8/16 55 68.75

8/23 54 67.5

8/30 61 76.25

9/6 46 57.5

9/13 44 55

9/20 56 70

9/27 55 68.75

10/4 64 80

10/11 54 67.5

10/18 55 68.75

11/1 59 73.75

11/8 56 70

11/15 64 80

11/22 65 81.25

11/29 52 65

12/6 57 71.25

12/13 55 68.75

12/20 113 141.25

12/24 50 62.5

12/24 54 67.5

12/30 50 62.5

Total 2847.25

Average 71.18125

 
 

Mitigation Plan for On-site worship at Shepherd of the Valley 

  

Worship is still considered a high-risk activity because of the mixing of ages, closed space, and 

singing. This mitigation plan seeks to reduce that risk. Zoom worship is chaotic and messy so it 

will take us a few weeks to figure out how to hybrid these worships.  

 

Roles and Responsibilities:  

 

Pastor: Worships are planned to reduce risky behavior and make sure equipment for Zoom 

worship is not a hazard to those attending.  

 

Council: The council shall ensure that the directives in this plan are implemented.  

 

Usher: The usher will ensure all are wearing masks, hands are sanitized as people gather, and 

chairs are set up for social distancing  

 

Sanitizer: The sanitizer will clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces on Saturday. 
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9/6 46 57.5
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10/11 54 67.5

10/18 55 68.75
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11/15 64 80

11/22 65 81.25

11/29 52 65

12/6 57 71.25

12/13 55 68.75

12/20 113 141.25

12/24 50 62.5

12/24 54 67.5

12/30 50 62.5

Total 2847.25

Average 71.18125
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Emergency Response  

• An emergency contact list of all participants will be maintained that includes a reporting matrix 

for notifying of an infected member  

• Quarantine plan will be enforced for participants who show symptoms and for those who 

encounter someone who is infected. 

• Emergency medical equipment and PPEs will be stored in nursery.  

• On-site worship will discontinue for 14 days if a positive case is identified among participants. 

 

Social Distancing:  

Chairs will be set out with six feet distance. Members of the same household may sit closer. 

Worship attendance will be limited to first 20 people (not counting pastor and tech people)  

 

Safety Guidelines  

• Shepherd of the Valley will host an on-site worship for 8-year-olds (youth must be able to sit 

without mingling with others) and older at 9:30 am in the sanctuary. Zoom will also be available 

during that time.  

 

• The segregation of ages helps us reduce the risk of infecting more vulnerable participants.  

 

• Masks are mandatory for worship in the sanctuary. 

 

• Shepherd of the Valley will post entryway signage stating clearly that any person with 

symptoms consistent with COVID-19 may not enter the premises and include this on all 

promotional material.  

 

• Singing is allowed if mask is worn. Worship leaders do not need to wear masks when leading 

worship if they maintain 6+ distance from all others and masks will be worn when that person(s) 

is not actively leading worship.  

 

• Participants will avoid touching face, especially eyes, nose, and mouth.  

 

• Individual bulletins and projected bulletins will be used instead of hymnals. 

 

 • Offering will be in a basket on the altar.  

 

• There will be no contact during sharing of the peace.  

 

• Communion will be celebrated with appropriate precautions. Elements are covered as pastor 

presides. Bread is distributed with pastor wearing face shield and sanitizing hands. Pastor will be 

the only one moving. Masks are lowered once everyone has received to consume the elements. 

Wine will be distributed in individual cups, similarly to how bread is distributed.  

 

• No congregating follow worship. Pastor may not visit before or after worship. Please contact 

her for an arranged visit either outside or in the fellowship hall during the week. 
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Fellowship 2020 
 
2020 was a quiet year for the Fellowship Committee.  We started out strong, with 
meetings in February and March.  
 
One of the main services the Fellowship Committee provided until COVID hit was 
working together to organize the coffee/snack time each Sunday morning between 
services. Other occasions we plan for each year are Fat Follies pancake extravaganza, 
Easter Sunrise Breakfast, Father’s Day Breakfast, and Graduation celebration brunch.  
We have also catered weddings, baby showers, and memorial services when asked.  
 
Planning Fat Follies, and Easter breakfast was as far as we were able to go this past 
year, and then COVID-19 hit. Fat Follies was the only function we were able to plan for 
and carry out. 
 
Karen Owen, Sue Trivette, and Kristina Abbott continued to send birthday cards and 
sympathy cards out to members of the congregation on behalf of SOV throughout the 
year. A huge thank you to all three of them for keeping that project alive and making us 
all feel loved and connected during a year when we all felt so isolated from each other. 
 
A big thank you to Sue Trivette, Alice Gates, MJ Hinman, Karen Owen, Kristina Abbott, 
and Mindy Birk for being willing to serve on the fellowship committee.  
 
Stay tuned for possible 2021 fun fellowship activities, as well as possible committee 
meeting dates and times. Both men and women are welcome, and we are always 
looking for new faces and fresh ideas. If you love food and are trying to find a place to 
join in at SOV, this committee might just be the opportunity you’ve been looking for. 
 
Respectfully submitted by Mindy Birk 
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Parish Education 2020 
 

This year many dedicated folks have provided time and effort to help people of all ages grow in 

their faith journey and appreciation for all of God’s gifts of creation.  The first few months of 

2020 had faith formation classes in-person, and we thank the following people for contributing 

their time, energy, and love of Christ: 

 

Preschool: Natalie Morgen and Michelle Weaver 

Grades K-2: Kristina Abbott and Savona Kiessling 

Grades 3-5: Bob Williams and Audrey Rasmussen 

Grades 6-8: Glenn Mitchell and Pastor Tari 

Grades 9-12: Mark Kiessling and Lily Larsen 

Adults: Becky Corson, Lisa Wallace, and Rev. Dr. Paul Beran 

On-call Substitutes: Theresa Ross and Teresa Kissel 

Snack Crew: Sue Trivette, Mindy Birk, Linda Landvik, Karen Owen 

 

Covid-19 made in-person faith formation unsafe, but it didn’t stop SOV from continuing to offer 

opportunities for people to learn from each other and grow in their faith. Since March parish 

education activities have included the following: 

 

Preschool-5th Grade: Families were provided video links and activities to do on a weekly basis 

centered around Bible stories. During Advent they were provided activity boxes with crafts and 

other supplies to lead up to Christmas. 

 

6th-8th Grade: Youth had regular meeting times via Zoom, monthly meeting time with their 

mentors and Wednesday walks twice monthly. 

 

9th-12th Grade: This group also had regular Zoom meetings and Wednesday walks twice 

monthly. 

 

Small Group Devotions: Adults had the opportunity to attend small group devotions via Zoom 

three times a week.  

 

Walk and Talk Sundays: People of all ages participated in “Walk and Talk Sunday” on the last 

Sunday of the month. This gave folks the opportunity to socialize with others in a safe manner 

while chatting about specific questions and sharing points. 

 

Despite 2020 having many challenges and the need for parish education to look quite different 

for many months, we were able to continue to share our stories and grow in our faith. If you want 

to be a part of planning or delivering faith formation, you are always welcome! 

 

Submitted by Amy Witt 
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2020 Social Concerns Report 
 

Thank you for your support of the social concerns ministries at Shepherd of the Valley (SOV).  

Throughout 2020, by generously sharing your God-given blessings of talent, time, money, food, and 

prayer, these ministries touched the lives of many people in our community.   
 

SAFE SPACE FOR SCHOOLING 

Safe space for Schooling provides a safe environment for children to complete their schoolwork, as our 

district continues their distance delivery for school.  We served over 40 different children from September 

to December 2020 with daily numbers ranging from 11-24 children. Currently, after re-opening in 

January 2021 our numbers vary between 19-21 children. 
 

The children that we serve come from many different elementary schools (Mendenhall River, Glacier 

Valley, Riverbend, and Gastineau) both middle schools (Floyd Dryden and DZ) along with high schoolers 

from TMHS and JDHS. We also have served homeschoolers both in IDEA and Homebridge. 
 

Through providing a safe space, we have also been able to fuel connectivity both with internet and human 

connection by providing socially distant activities, games, and crafts. The program will run through the 

end of February. 
 

FAMILY PROMISE OF JUNEAU (FPJ) 

Family Promise is a community response to families experiencing homelessness by providing hospitality 

in area churches. Through Family Promise, guests receive hospitality and three meals a day from church 

members and volunteers. SOV and other congregations involved with FPJ did not provide overnight 

hosting for most of the year. As a Covid-19 precaution, FPJ had families stay in one place for the duration 

of their housing within the program. SOV and other congregations did, however, provide dinners to 

families on a rotating basis. This plan will continue through the beginning of 2021; FPJ hopes to begin 

rotating the hosting responsibilities in September 2021. SOV is signed up to provide meals for three 

weeks this year (one week each in February, April, and August); and hosting/meals for two weeks later in 

the year (one week each in October and December).  
 

AWARE SHELTER 

This year we provided gift cards to the AWARE Shelter for them to distribute as needed to families for 

Easter and Thanksgiving. For Christmas, we donated food boxes to four AWARE Shelter families. These 

boxes included all the trimmings for a “traditional” meal.   
  
GLORY HALL 

Monthly Meatloaf – We did provide our traditional monthly meatloaf meal for about half the year. 

Safety concerns surrounding Covid-19 eventually changed the Glory Hall’s meal protocol, and currently 

they have meals provided from just one source.  Once the community “opens up” again, we will be ready 

and willing to provide our monthly meal.  Stay tuned.   
 

Glory Hall Christmas Tree – We delivered several warm weather items, including hats, gloves, socks, 

and scarves to the Glory Hall for their annual Christmas party.  These warm weather items “blossomed” 

from the Glory Hall tree at the back of the sanctuary.   
 

FOOD PANTRY 

Thanks to the pandemic, the SOV food pantry has changed and evolved many times throughout 2020. We 

began the year serving folks as we have for many years; in-person and twice weekly. In efforts to keep 

volunteers and clients safe from Covid-19, but still provide groceries, we tried pre-bagging items for pick-

ups and deliveries, and we held pantry outside as much as we could (so folks could choose their own 

items).  These efforts all led to our latest system: SmartChoice Food Pantry Software. 
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Social Concerns/pg.2 

 

SmartChoice is a software program that allows food pantries to take inventory of exactly what they have 

in stock; and allows their clients to shop online and place orders from that stock. At SOV, our pantry is 

accessible two times per week: on Wednesdays (for pick-up from 4-6 p.m. or delivery) and Saturdays (for 

pick-up from 9-10 a.m. or delivery). Our clients place their orders online and either request a delivery or 

pick-up.  We have a crew of volunteers who bag and deliver the orders.  
 

To help clients get signed up for SmartChoice, and to answer other food-pantry-related questions, we now 

have a dedicated food pantry line. Pantry clients can call (907) 500-3588 anytime 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., 

Monday to Friday, to talk to a pantry volunteer.  A huge thanks to Dan for continuing to organize this 

endeavor. His notes are at the end of the report. 
 

Thank you to our volunteers who have put in lots of time and effort keeping this valuable ministry going 

strong through all this year’s evolutions: Glenn and Sharon Mitchell, Lisa Wallace, Eileen Hosey (and her 

daughter JoAnne), Elfrida Nord, Corinne Orsborn, Dan and Becky Corson, Judy Gustafson, Ed Flanagan, 

Cindy Spanyers, MJ Hinman, Linda Landvik, Gail Fenumiai, Kay Smith, Deb Tempel, Heather 

Robertson, and Teresa Kissel.   

 

In 2020, we managed to keep serving by moving our pantry outside while weather permitted.  
 

For reference, here is the total number of people we helped feed in recent years: 

2019 – 7,922    2018 – 8,580 2017 – 8,998  2016 – 8219 2015 – 8853 2014 – 7428 2013 – 

5189    

A valuable resource for our pantry is the South East Alaska Food Bank (SEAFB).  SOV is a SEAFB 

member and we can purchase food from them for 14 cents a pound.  They often have fresh meat and dairy 

products on hand.  Purchasing these fresh items for 14 cents a pound is more economical than purchasing 

them directly from the store.   
 

However, though the food bank is a helpful resource, the pantry is only possible with your regular 

donations of food and volunteer time.  It is truly a congregational mission and up to us all to keep it 

running smoothly.  If you are interested in volunteering for the pantry, please sign-up through the weekly 

church emails (there is a food pantry volunteer sign-up link provided in the emails).   “On-the-job 

training” is the best way to see how things work and have your questions answered.  Another helpful 

option is to donate money toward the pantry; your monetary donation would go toward paying SOV’s bill 

to the SE Alaska Food Bank.    
 

SOUPER BOWL OF CARING 

The Souper Bowl of Caring is an organized effort of youth across the nation to fight hunger and poverty 

in their communities around the time of the Super Bowl.  Thank you to everyone who met the 2020 

challenge of donating $1 or one food item per tire in your household. You came through with $147 and at 

least 270 food items – all of which benefited our community food pantry.   

 

FRED MEYER COMMUNITY REWARDS 

Fred Meyer Rewards Card holders can get online (www.fredmeyer.com/communityrewards) and have 

their card “linked” to their favorite non-profit (such as SOV).  Fred Meyer then donates a portion of 

dollars spent to those favorite non-profits.  We currently have 16 households that linked their cards to 

SOV and this year SOV received an average of $50 per quarter (so about $200 per year). If you have a 

Fred Meyer Rewards Card, please consider linking SOV (and/or another non-profit) to your card.  This 

extra donation is a great boost for any non-profit.   

 

http://www.fredmeyer.com/community
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PLANS FOR 2021 

Plans for 2021 include refining the new food pantry system. We will also continue with the ongoing 

ministries included in this report, such as our work with the AWARE Shelter, Glory Hall, and Family 

Promise. However, we do not want to be complacent and in the mind that we are doing “enough.”  If you 

have a suggestion for community outreach or can help with the committee’s efforts, please bring your 

ideas to a member of the social concerns committee. 

 

Social Concerns Committee Members – Glenn Mitchell, Roger Birk, Mindy Birk, Teresa Kissel, Dan 

Corson, Becky Corson, Gail Fenumiai, Alice Gates, and Lisa Wallace 

 

Food Pantry Numbers Since Starting On-Line 

From November 11, 2020 to January 18, 2021 
 

Orders Filled – 133 

Households Served – 56 
 

Big Sellers: 

• 160 Potatoes 

• 120 Fruit Cocktails 

• 108 Apples 

• 108 Ramen Noodles 

• 95 Cans of Corn 

• 80 Cans of Green Beans 

• 68 Packages of Pasta Noodles 

• 67 Packages of Hamburger (1-3 lb packages) 

• 61 Clementines 

• 61 Boxes of Mac and Cheese 

• 55 Sticks of Butter or Margarine 

• 50 Boxes of Cereal 

• 50 Cans of Chili 

• 45 Onions 

• 41 Cans of Peaches 

• 40 Pasta Sauce 
 

Number of items given away by category: 

• Fruits – 538 

• Vegetables – 746 

• Dairy – 316 

• Proteins – 723 

• Snacks and Desserts – 180 

• Soups – 259 

• Condiments – 32 

• Household and Cleaning – 31 

• Personal Hygiene – 79 

• Miscellaneous – 127 
 

Report prepared by Kristina Abbott, Becky Corson, and Dan Corson 
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Communications and Social Media 2020 

Over the last many months, we jumped further into the 21st century than we ever expected or 

wanted to do so.  Our use of technology to stay connected became a necessity and is a blessing. 
 

Tithely 
Pastor Tari will likely cover our adoption of this new platform in a separate report, so this report 

will just touch on it. As you have heard by now, we have a new website, mobile app, giving 

platform, and database through the company Tithely. The church office has sent out numerous 

emails about it and you have hopefully been able to set up your personal account without too 

much trouble.  We also hope you have checked out the website www.sovlutheran.org and loaded 

the app on to your mobile device.  
 

Church Email 
We continue sending two emails from the church office each week:  SOV Peek of the Week – 

Sent on Mondays, it details what is happening during the coming week. SOV Peekender – Sent 

Fridays, it details needs and reminders for the upcoming weekend.   
 

These emails may also include general announcements, both from within SOV and some from 

the Juneau community.  If you would like an announcement included in an SOV email, feel free 

to send it to the church office at sovjuneau@gmail.com 
 

We do our best not to fill up your email inboxes.  Pastor Tari does send specific emails on an 

occasional basis about topics and events at church.   
 

As soon as the Tithely database is updated and ready to go, we will likely begin sending church 

emails directly from the database.  This is one of the reasons it is so important we have the 

correct email address for everyone.   
 

Church Email Addresses 
The preferred church office email address is sovjuneau@gmail.com. Our long-time address 

sov@alaska.net is still functional, but we will soon discontinue use of that address.   
 

Facebook 
Pastor Tari and Becky use Facebook as a tool to share church events and other relevant 

information with SOV’s Facebook friends. It is a good way to reach folks who may not be on our 

email list or folks who are on our email list but use Facebook as their primary method of “social” 

communication. We also post photos of church events on the Facebook page.   
 

If you have not “liked” SOV on Facebook, please do so.  From your Facebook page just search 

for “Shepherd of the Valley Juneau.”  Our profile photo is of the church.   
 

Click share.  To help us further spread the word about SOV events and reach more people, when 

you receive an SOV post on your news feed, simply click “share” to share the post with your 

friends too. 
 

Other local Lutheran Facebook pages to “like” include: 

SE Alaska Cluster ELCA 

Alaska Synod 

http://www.sovlutheran.org/
mailto:sovjuneau@gmail.com
mailto:sov@alaska.net
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Communications and Social Media pg. 2 

 

Instagram 
Pastor Tari opened an Instagram account for SOV to make it easier to post photos and messages 

for our youth.   

 

Zoom 
It is possible most of us began 2020 never having heard of Zoom.  As we now know, Zoom is a 

valuable tool for worship and small groups.   

 

The Shepherd’s Voice – Our Monthly Newsletter 
Thank you to Lewis and Alice Gates for getting our monthly newsletter in the mail; to Pastor 

Tari for providing content to Becky; and to Becky for being the editor. 
 

If your address changes, you want to be on the mailing list, or taken off the mailing list for the 

newsletter – please let us know in the church office.   
 

The newsletter is available on our website if you would like to read it online. 

 

Blessings, 

Becky Corson 

SOV Office Manger 
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Summer Lunch 
 

We did it. We put a team together to feed kids and let them be kids during a pandemic. There 

was a five-page mitigation plan, hand sanitizer everywhere, masks, and hula hoops for spacing, 

but we made it.  

 

A huge thank you to Annette Ranger for being supervisor, Jen Pegues for shopping and creating 

menus (the menus had to include detailed instructions for the evening prep crew), and Marie 

Stevens for being our monitor (the person who works with the state). We introduced a new staff 

position of curriculum coordinator so youth could have daily activities to do safely. 

 

This was the year of the audit so that was entertaining with all the other stuff going on. We 

passed and have at least one more year to qualify for federal funds; there is a chance some of the 

guidelines will change and we will be able to continue past that. 

 

There was no bike rodeo, but we still gave away quite a few bikes and helmets throughout the 

summer. Kickball was the continued favorite game and hands were sanitized throughout the 

game. We did have a party tent to help separate kids, but it was often too cold and rainy for kids 

to be in it. 

 

Thanks to Josh Odum for being the health monitor; Sophia Harvey, Kristin Larson, Hannah 

Harvey, Rosemary Kiessling, Isabella Hanna, Hannah Deer and Ellie Knapp for being the guides 

for the different groups; Denny Corson for being the sanitizer; Lori Sexton for cleaning; and 

Maya Ross for packing lunches.  

 

We also give thanks for all the volunteers who came in the night before to prep the food, the 

cooks who prepared the meal, those who plated and our amazing runners (Corbin Corson, Elijah 

Harvey, Lauren Stichert, Calvin Knapp, and Cameron Brown). The clean-up and dish crews 

were great - thank you Dean Rasmussen, Willie Anderson, Sam Kiessling, August Kiessling. 

 

We made some new friends this year with moms who just needed to get out of the house with 

their kids. They were happy to help. On paper, our site could safely serve up to 60 youth, but we 

rarely had that many thankfully. We learned a lot about trying to get youth to wear masks and 

distance. 

 

Our huge staff and smaller meal numbers left the program in a deficit, but we received around 

$7000 from CARES funds and $1500 from the Alaska Synod. 

 

We still managed to serve over 2400 meals to kids.  

 

Respectfully submitted - Pastor Tari 
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ADDENDUM 

 

See .pdf file – SOTV 2020 Condition Assessment Report 

 

SHEPHERD OF THE VALLEY LUTHERAN CHURCH 

TRUSS CONDITION ASSESSMENT 

December 2020 

 


